TRAFFIC PLANS
ÉTAPE DU TOUR ET TOUR DE FRANCE

TRAFFIC, PARKING AND SHUTTLES

FROM JULY 7 TO 15 2023
On the 9th, 15th and 16th of July many roads will be closed to traffic. If you are arriving or leaving on these dates you should head to Morzine via Thonon rather than Cluses and Taninges.

We advise you to use the Waze app (a Tour de France partner), which will have up to date information on road closures.

- **Sunday July 9**: road closure from Taninges towards Morzine from 8:45 am to 5:45 pm
- **Friday July 14**: a partial closure of the village centre from 4pm
- **Saturday July 15**: road closure from Taninges towards Morzine from 1:00 pm to 5:15 pm
- **Morzine centre will be closed to traffic from 5am to 10pm**
- **Sunday July 16**: road closure from Taninges towards Morzine 6:00 am to 2:15 pm

These timings are subject to change if the police deem this necessary, roads may close earlier than planned or reopen later.

Please be aware that many roads in Morzine centre will be closed on these days so you may not be able to drive directly to your accommodation. This information is detailed by date and hour in this document.
From July 7 to 9 2023
ROAD CLOSURE ÉTAPE DU TOUR

Depending on the number of visitors and how full the parking spaces are, the police may restrict or prohibit access to the centre of Morzine at the Plagnettes and Savoie roundabouts.

DATES AND TIMES OF TRAFFIC CLOSURES

ATTENTION - TRAFFIC
Traffic will be allowed outside the times indicated. The times indicate when roads will be closed.

- Vers Rd. point des Plagnettes
- Rd. point du Savoie

Access may be restricted from 12pm onwards

Finish line at the Palais des Sports
From July 7 to 9 2023

TRAFFIC ÉTAPE DU TOUR

Traffic during the Étape du Tour stage will be disrupted between 7 and 9 July 2023. The following traffic plan shows the road closures likely to apply depending on traffic and the number of parking spaces remaining.

The free shuttle service offered during the Étape du Tour stage will only serve the visitor and camper van car parks.

1. Finish line at the Palais des Sports
   Access closed to traffic and parking

2. Place de la poste
   Access closed to traffic and parking

Car parks
Camper van car parks

Access may be restricted from 12pm onwards
Traffic open to the public
Traffic restricted to local residents
Road closed
Shuttle route service between car parks
Traffic direction
From July 14 to 15 2023

ROAD CLOSURE TOUR DE FRANCE

Traffic during the Tour de France will be disrupted from 14 to 15 July 2023. The following traffic plan shows the road closure times applied depending on traffic and the number of parking spaces remaining.

DATES AND TIMES OF DISRUPTION TO TRAFFIC

ATTENTION - TRAFFIC
Traffic will be allowed outside the times indicated. The times indicate when roads will be closed.

Traffic and parking closed from Friday 14/07 at 4pm to Saturday 15/07 at 10pm
Traffic and parking closed on Saturday 15/07 from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Traffic and parking closed from Friday 14/07 at 6am to Saturday 15/07 at 11pm
Traffic and parking closed on Saturday 15/07 from 6am to 9pm
Traffic and parking closed on Saturday 15/07 from 6am to 9pm

Finish line at the Tourist Office
Place de la poste
Closed to traffic and parking
Du 14 au 15 juillet 2023

TOUR DE FRANCE NAVETTES

As roads will be closed to traffic for the Tour de France, on the 14th and 15th July, **we encourage you to limit driving, and use the free buses, walking or cycling.**

The free shuttle service provided during the Tour de France will **only serve the visitor and camper van car parks.**

*The diagram and map details are not transcribed due to the complexity and visual nature of the content.*
OPENING OF LA CHARNIAZ CHAIRLIFT

During the Etape du Tour and the Tour de France, the Charniaz chairlift will be exceptionally open to give you easier access to the Col de Joux plane so you can watch the race and come back down in the best possible conditions.
ATTENTION : RESIDENT TRAFFIC
FROM 7 TO 16 JULY 2023
All residents of Morzine and Avoriaz must register on the Town Hall website before 30 June 2023 to apply for a pass for the Tour stage and/or the Tour de France, which will be sent to them by email after validation.

As traffic is difficult on these days, we would ask you to limit driving

**WALKING**
Prioritise walking for getting around the center

**BIKE**
The village centre is about 15 minutes by bike from La Plagne and Les Prodains.

**PUBLIC TRANSPORT**
In addition to the special service set up during events, shuttles run throughout the summer in Morzine

**USEFUL INFORMATION**

Morzine Tourism Office
26 place du Baraty
04 50 74 72 72
www.morzine-avoriaz.com

Mairie de Morzine
1 place de l’Église
CS 20025, 74110 Morzine
04 50 79 04 33

Police municipale :
Rte du Plan
74110 Morzine
04 50 79 05 21

@Mairie de Morzine-Avoriaz

Scan the QR Code to go to the page to request a free pass